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ABSTRACT

this time across a design space that includes tradeoffs in privacy
guarantees, performance and threat model and has resulted in two
general anonymous communication architectures – relay-based and
superposed. The best known of the former is Tor [17], which is
the intellectual descendent of Chaum’s mix architecture [10]. Tor
delivers iteratively encrypted messages through a series of proxies and achieves high levels of privacy in the presence of a large
amount of cross trafﬁc. This approach also provides high performance, making it ideal for applications such as web surﬁng. Superposed communications architectures provide cryptographicallystrong guarantees of privacy without the multi-hop and cross trafﬁc
assumptions of systems such as Tor, but do so at great expense to
performance. Accordingly, such systems are generally more appropriate for very low bandwidth applications such as ballot casting.
An architecture somewhere between these two classes, in which
the strong guarantees of superposed systems and the performance
of relay-based systems without the need for multiple intermediaries could help facilitate anonymous communications for different
classes of applications (e.g., private messages between members
of a corporate board, deniable chatting between an executive and
a recruiter in a coffee shop, etc). This architecture addresses that
void.
In this paper, we develop a protocol and supporting infrastructure capable of providing strong guarantees of sender and receiver
anonymity for applications with moderate performance constraints
(e.g., chat). Mix-in-Place Anonymous Networks (MIPNets) attempt
to retain the intuitive security properties of traditional mix networks
while reducing the attack surface introduced by requiring the use
of multiple intermediary proxies. Using Secure Function Evaluation (SFE), clients are able to send and are restricted to receive a
subset of the messages stored in an Oblivious Proxy (OP). These
exchanges also blindly but reversibly modify the appearance (but
not the contents) of all other messages stored in the OP, making it
appear to an adversary that the contents of all messages are overwritten during each exchange. Accordingly, an adversary is unable
to determine which messages are actually modiﬁed, yet alone their
source and destination. Whereas traditional mix networks rely on
a cascade of nodes, this approach achieves unlinkability by mixing communications in place through a cascade of functions, constantly and indeﬁnitely perturbing the appearance of messages in
the system.
Intuitively, MIPNets work as follows. Clients use SFE to read
and write to a central mailbox (the OP) in a round-robin fashion.
Because each exchange changes the appearance of all messages in
the mailbox, individual interactions can not be determined by the
OP or any other party. However, realizing this seemingly simple
system presents a number of signiﬁcant challenges. First, our proposed approach must function like a superposed architecture and

Anonymous communications systems generally trade off performance for strong cryptographic guarantees of privacy. However,
a number of applications with moderate performance requirements
(e.g., chat) may require both properties. In this paper, we develop
a new architecture that provides provably unlinkable and efﬁcient
communications using a single intermediary node. Nodes participating in these Mix-In-Place Networks (MIPNets) exchange messages through a mailbox in an Oblivious Proxy (OP). Clients leverage Secure Function Evaluation (SFE) to send and receive their
messages from the OP while blindly but reversibly modifying the
appearance of all other messages (i.e., mixing in place) in the mailbox. While an Oblivious Proxy will know that a client participated
in exchanges, it can not be certain which, if any, messages that
client transmitted or received. We implement and measure our proposed design using a modiﬁed version of Fairplay and note reductions in execution times of greater than 98% over the naïve application of garbled circuits. We then develop a chat application on top
of the MIPNet architecture and demonstrate its practical use for as
many as 100 concurrent users. Our results demonstrate the potential to use SFE-enabled “mixing” in a single proxy as a means of
providing provable deniability for applications with near real-time
performance requirements.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The lack of privacy on the Internet is well documented. Whether
by neighbors [55], ISPs [60], advertisers [65] or governments [54],
most online communications are easily observable by parties other
than the source and intended destination. Unfortunately, the use of
encryption is often not enough to guarantee privacy or anonymity.
Simply knowing that two endpoints exchange messages may provide sufﬁcient context to reveal sensitive information. Speciﬁcally,
trafﬁc analysis has repeatedly been demonstrated as an effective
means of uncovering not only individual relationships, but also
larger structures in corporate [44], social [35] and other [13] organizations.
Private communication over open networks has been studied for
more than 30 years. A range of systems have been created during
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In this scheme, clients select a series of mix nodes, called a cascade, through which their messages should pass. Each message is
then encrypted with the public key of each mix in the reverse order of the path to its destination. As such messages traverse the
cascade, each mix node decrypts the message and exposes the next
layer of the encrypted packet and forwarding instructions. While
originally suggested for store and forward protocols, the mix architecture was eventually realized for all trafﬁc via Onion Routing [59, 68]. This approach also motivated the creation of a number of other related efforts [51, 30, 14, 25, 6, 24, 15, 47, 20], with
Tor [17] being the most widely used and studied of all such systems. Extensions to these schemes include the use of universal reencryption [27, 29], steganography [31] and mix rings for performance [9]. Crowds [61] and Hordes [39] similarly forward packets
among a series of nodes.
While providing anonymity against a number of adversaries [69,
21], mix networks have become the target of an increasing number
of attacks. These attacks introduced a number of techniques allowing adversaries with limited knowledge and control of a network to
link sender and receiver. Through attacks on timing [79, 76, 38, 49,
74, 48, 64, 57, 75, 67] and other vectors [43, 3], such identiﬁcation
may be practically possible.
Chaum also suggested a second class of anonymous communications mechanisms with the Dining Cryptographers Problem [11].
This technique allows a sender to anonymously transmit a single
bit as follows: Alice and Bob (who wants to transmit a single bit
to Charles) ﬂip a coin in secret. Alice reports the result of the ﬂip
to Charles. As the message Charles receives will be the XOR of
all of the bits reported by the participants, Bob’s report of the coin
ﬂip depends on the bit that he wishes to send. For instance, if Alice reports 0 (heads) and Bob wishes to transmit a 1 (tails), Bob
claims the ﬂip resulted in a 1. From Charles’ perspective, each
party is equally likely to have lied about the result, thereby protecting the sender’s identity. A number of systems have attempted to
implement such DC-net protocols through a variety of communications mechanisms [52, 18, 63] and with resistance to collisions and
maliciousness [72, 7, 71, 70, 28]. Herbivore [66] addresses many
of these issues by broadcasting all messages to all hosts across a
star topology and scales through the use of cliques. Such networks
are susceptible to denial of service and statistical analysis attacks,
wherein nodes in different cliques communicating frequently can
be correlated with higher accuracy. The Pynchon Gate [62] and
pMixes [45] use Private Information Retrieval (PIR) protocols to
achieve receiver anonymity. Senders place messages into mailboxes in a common node where receivers use PIR to retrieve them
without a passive adversary being able to determine the content delivered to the destination. However, this approach is limited in a
number of ways, including that sender anonymity is not guaranteed
and the potential for timing correlation attacks.

prevent the kinds of side-channel attacks that have made identiﬁcation possible in current mix networks. We achieve this by building
our architecture based on a ring topology, thereby excluding the
majority of timing, temporal perturbation and frequency-based attacks. We also take a number of steps to make this architecture
robust against actively malicious participants, who may attempt to
pollute the contents of messages or deny service to other clients
within the MIPNet. Finally, we signiﬁcantly improve the performance of the underlying cryptographic operations and implement
a number of optimizations in the hopes of making this architecture usable by classes of applications requiring strong guarantees
of anonymity in environments where sufﬁcient cross trafﬁc is not a
given and better performance than superposed systems.
We address these challenges through the following contributions:
• Develop an architecture that provably guarantees the unlinkability of communications between participants: We
present a new architecture for anonymous communication
based on Secure Function Evaluation. While a number of
provably anonymous communications systems have been proposed previously, this is the ﬁrst use of SFE in this domain.
Nodes send and receive messages through an Oblivious Proxy,
which is unaware of their contents, destination or veracity.
Moreover, the appearance of all messages is blindly altered
after each exchange, further obfuscating the attacker’s view
of communications.
• Improve and tune performance of SFE primitives: We
build and characterize our architecture using a modiﬁed version of Fairplay [42]. We not only implement a more efﬁcient
oblivious transfer primitive for Fairplay, but also explore numerous compilation and run-time options to reduce execution time over the naïve use of SFE in our architecture by as
much as 98.5%, allowing these heavyweight cryptographic
operations to form the basis of practical, performance conscious, privacy-preserving applications. The use of these
cryptographic primitives as the basis of near real-time applications has not previously been considered possible.
• Implement and measure core architecture and build an
anonymous instant messaging application: We perform an
extensive performance analysis of our proposed architecture.
We then construct a sample instant messaging client running
on top of our system and demonstrate the ability to process
keypresses as fast as they are entered for groups of as many
as 100 users.
We note that MIPNets are not intended to be a replacement for
traditional mix networks such as Tor [17]; rather, they target a different portion of the application space. MIPNets are designed to
provide higher assurance of anonymity for classes of applications
that require it (e.g., chat in hostile networks with low cross trafﬁc)
and are willing to make tradeoffs to achieve these guarantees.

2.

3.

RELATED WORK

3.1

Anonymity in computer networks has been studied since the inception of such networks. Outside of systems with a trusted and
centralized authority [2], two classes of solutions have arisen. Note
that these solutions differ signiﬁcantly from trusted anonymous proxies [8, 56, 78], which operate as a single-hop ﬁltering point and can
therefore potentially be coerced into revealing the link between a
source and destination, and from anonymous publication and storage systems such as Freenet [12], Free Haven [16] and Publius [73].
Applying cryptographic modiﬁcations to trafﬁc through a proxy
or mix in an untrusted network was ﬁrst proposed by Chaum [10].

SECURE FUNCTION EVALUATION
Background

Before presenting the details of the MIPNet architecture, we provide an overview of the cryptographic primitives used to communicate between clients and the OP.
Secure Function Evaluation [42, 37, 1, 26, 22, 23, 40, 53, 41, 33]
allows two or more parties to execute a joint computation traditionally requiring the oversight of a trusted third party without any external intervention. More formally, participants Alice and Bob have
input vectors a = a0 · · · an−1 and b = b0 · · · bm−1 and wish to
learn f (a, b) without revealing any information about their inputs



that can not be inherently inferred from the output of f (a, b). As an
example, SFE creates “circuits” that solve the Millionaires’ problem [77], wherein two millionaires want to know who has more
money without revealing their actual wealth. Assuming that each
millionaire enters their net worth honestly to a function asking the
high level question “Do I have greater worth than the other participant?”, SFE can return the correct Boolean values to each party
without disclosing either input.
While these cryptographic mechanisms have been understood
for decades, their uptake and use in real systems has been slow.
In particular, the use of such protocols has long required in-depth
knowledge of the underlying cryptographic constructions and compelled interested parties to implement their own libraries. The Fairplay compiler [42, 5] greatly simpliﬁes such efforts. Fairplay allows programmers to specify their protocol in a high-level language
and then creates a garbled/encrypted Boolean circuit encoding a
SFE-version of the desired function. In an exchange between Alice
and Bob, Bob uses Fairplay to encode circuits for himself and then
transmits a set to Alice. Both parties input their data, exchange
their results and then uses them to compute the answer.
The security of these operations is guaranteed through the use of
Oblivious Transfers (OT) [58, 77, 50]. A 1-out-of-n OT protocol
allows Bob to learn one of the n pieces of data possessed by Alice
without Alice learning the identity of the speciﬁc object. OT protocols also allow for Alice to prevent Bob from learning the contents
of the remaining n − 1 pieces of data. Fairplay implements an optimized 1-out-of-2 OT protocol proposed by Naor and Pinkas [50],
which is based on the Difﬁe-Hellman problem. This protocol is secure in the random oracle model, which is implemented using the
SHA-1 hash function.
Two parties engaging in an SFE exchange using Fairplay perform a single OT for each input into the circuit. After these exchanges, Alice is able to evaluate the garbled circuit without further interacting with Bob. Malicious behavior by Alice is defended
against by both the security of the OT protocol and the use of SHA1 to encode the secret used to encrypt the circuit. The same constructions also prevent Bob from malicious behavior, assuming that
the circuits encoded by Bob are correct.
The authors of Fairplay recommend the use of a cut-and-choose
protocol in the event that Bob’s creation of the circuits can not be
trusted. In particular, Bob can be required to create m garbled circuits for the function f and send them to Alice. Alice then randomly selects the circuit she wishes to use for her exchange and requests the secrets corresponding to the m − 1 other circuits. Alice
can then independently evaluate the correctness of the ungarbled
1
circuits and can execute the remaining circuit with probability m
of maliciousness.

3.2

message, resulting in Y = Bs (X), which he then sends to Alice.
Alice decrypts Y , creating C = A−1
s (Y ) and again sends this value
to Bob. Bob then decrypts C such that m = Bs−1
 (C), thereby
recovering the message m initially encrypted by Alice.
The above method can be used to perform k-out-of-n OT as follows. Alice encrypts n messages such that X0 = As (m0 ), · · · ,
Xn−1 = As (mn−1 ). Bob selects a subset k of the n messages and
encrypts them as Y0 = Bs (Xk0 ), · · · , Yk−1 = Bs (Xkk−1 ). Alice then receives the k quantities of Y , which she can not identify
because Bob has encrypted them, and decrypts them resulting in
−1
C0 = A−1
s (Y0 ), · · · , Ck−1 = As (Yk−1 ). Finally, Bob decrypts
C0 , · · · , Ck−1 and reveals the k selected messages.
Two-Lock cryptosystems can be implemented based on either
the RSA or Discrete Log problems. While both approaches provide sufﬁcient protection of the encrypted data, systems based on
the RSA problem can be made to run more efﬁciently through the
use of small values of e. Because the 0s and 1s are encoded as
long strings of bits of length greater than |N | in Fairplay, this optimization is not susceptible to small exponent attacks. From the
RSA-based scheme proposed by Huang et al. [32], Alice sends Bob
X0 = me0 , · · · , Xn−1 = men−1 . Bob selects k random numbers,
one for each message he wishes to ultimately receive, and sends Ale
. Alice responds by
ice Y0 = Xk0 · k0e , · · · , Yk−1 = Xkk−1 · kk−1
d
d
sending Bob C0 = Y0 , · · · , Ck−1 = Yk−1 , from which Bob re−1
·Ck−1 .
covers the messages mk 0 = k0−1 ·C0 , · · · , mk k−1 = kk−1
The 1-out-of-2 OT scheme implemented with Fairplay requires a
total of three modular exponentiations by the sender and two modular exponentiations by the receiver. Moreover, this approach requires two random number generations and a total of four message
transfers. The RSA-based scheme also requires three modular exponentiations by the sender, but these operations are faster given
our use of small values of e. The receiver side need only perform
a single modular multiplication and one modular division. This approach also requires only a single random number generation and
also requires the exchange of four messages. Accordingly, we expect to see a slight but measurable difference in the per-OT efﬁciency of our approach. We present our experimental results in
Section 5.

4.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the details of the MIPNet architecture. We begin by discussing the intuition behind our design and
formalize the desired system guarantees. We then present a simple
version of our architecture that protects against a globally passive
adversary and assumes that all participants in the network are benign. Our second model provides additional protections against
active attackers. We then discuss methods for graceful scaling and
characterize the probability of collisions in the second system and
prove that the previously deﬁned guarantees hold in MIPNets.
Note that we focus on the design of the MIPNet architecture and,
for the time being, assume that all clients participate in the network
for long periods of time. Due to space limitations, we discuss membership management issues in greater detail in our technical report.

Extensions to Fairplay

Fairplay not only provides an OT primitive on top of which SFE
can be built, but also makes it straightforward to implement supplemental OT schemes should improvements become available. We
implemented an additional k-out-of-n scheme based on a Two-Lock
cryptosystem. Such schemes are often more efﬁcient than related
OT mechanisms.
A Two-Lock cryptosystem is deﬁned as follows: Assume that
there are two encryption algorithms A and B. Alice encrypts a
message m with secret s using scheme A and Bob encrypts the
same message with key s using scheme B. If As (Bs (m)) =
Bs (As (m)), then Alice and Bob can be ensured that the contents
of the messages they exchange remain conﬁdential without actually
sharing a key. Using this scheme, Alice encrypts a message m and
sends the quantity X = As (m) to Bob. Bob encrypts the received

4.1

Design Intuition

Mix networks are an attractive model for anonymous communications for a number of reasons. The use of multiple layers of
encryption offers an intuitive mechanism for obscuring the relationship between source and destination. However, it is often what
happens between proxies in such systems that allows an adversary
to link two endpoints. For instance, by injecting additional trafﬁc into a proxy suspected to be in the path of a speciﬁc ﬂow, an
adversary can observe increased latency between source and des-




















vides receiver anonymity iff a passive adversary can determine that
c ∈ SA and receiver(mj ) ∈ SA , but not that c = receiver(mj )
with probability greater than |S1A | + .




Deﬁnition 3. Unlinkability: A system provides unlinkability if
it provides both sender and receiver anonymity as no two messages
can be attributed to any client.
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Figure 1: A conceptual comparison of traditional mix networks and MIPNets. Note that at every “Send”, an adversary has an opportunity to perturb
trafﬁc. Mixing in place allows for such attack vectors to be largely removed.

tination [19]. Moreover, ﬂows can be watermarked by perturbing
packet interarrival times, allowing the adversary to identify the participants of a ﬂow with a high degree of accuracy without injecting
additional trafﬁc. While the use of multiple intermediaries reduces
the probability of a single proxy being able to determine the sender
and receiver, it also increases the attack surface of the entire system.
The MIPNet architecture attempts to reconcile these issues by
eliminating the need to use multiple proxies. The use of only a
single proxy would appear ﬂawed as no number of layers of encryption would prevent a proxy in possession of all of the necessary keys from linking source and destination. However, this issue
can be overcome through the use of SFE between clients and the
proxy. Instead of giving the OP messages that it can decrypt, interpret and forward, we simply require it to hold messages in a mailbox. Clients use SFE exchanges not only to send and retrieve the
message stored within a subset of the slots in the mailbox, but also
to decrypt and reencrypt the entire mailbox. Because of the properties of SFE, this ﬁnal operation can take place without clients
revealing the key to the OP or the OP revealing the entirety of the
mailbox to each client. It is this cascade of functions that provides
for anonymous communications in MIPNets. This “middle-path"
allows us to enjoy much of the simplicity of relay-based anonymous communication while not having to rely on multiple proxies.
Figure 1 highlights this difference.
The work on anonymous buses [4] and ﬂash mixes [34] are the
most similar related efforts to ours; however, our approach is novel
in a number of ways. Unlike the former, the use of SFE makes
it so that no client is ever able to see the entire contents of the
mailbox. Second, while buses are secure in the honest-but-curious
model, our solution is secure in the presence of a malicious adversary. Unlike both schemes, our approach also prevents the mixing
node from knowing the relationship between messages before and
after mixing. Finally, the performance evaluation and parameter
characterization of our system is in much greater depth than previous works.

4.2

Basic Architecture

The simple version of the MIPNet architecture, presented for
ease of understanding, works as follows: an Oblivious Proxy OP
engages a client Ci in an SFE exchange. As its input, OP provides
a mailbox M , which contains all communications currently being
exchanged between members of the MIPNet. The mailbox itself
contains a number of slots, each consisting of a two bit vector, for
each of the n participants. The ﬁrst bit of the slot, Mi,0 (the “read
bit”), signiﬁes whether or not the vector represents real communication. The second bit of the slot, Mi,1 (the “data bit”), represents a
bit of data being sent to a client. Note that if Mi,0 = 0, the value of
Mi,1 is of no consequence to the receiver. This allows participating
clients to inject cover trafﬁc when they are not attempting to communicate with another participating node. Ci inputs its identiﬁer i,
at least one vector Ri and the intended destination j of Ri .
Instead of simply using OTs to prevent OP from learning the
slot read by a client, we use SFE to gain anonymity of reads and to
make the message and slot written by the client indistinguishable
from the other messages in the mailbox. We achieve this additional
guarantee as follows. All nodes participating in the MIPNet share
a keystream k, and enter the current and “next” value of k as an
input to the exchange. The keystream is used to blindly decrypt
and reencrypt (via XOR within the SFE exchange itself, which is
natively supported by Fairplay) all of the slots in the mailbox. Because of the properties of SFE, we can perform these operations
without exposing the contents of the remaining n − 1 slots not read
by Ci .
As output, Ci receives the decrypted string of bits stored in Mi
and OP receives a new set of pseudorandom bits M  . While Ci
has blindly changed the appearance of all of the slots within the
mailbox M , it has only changed the content of a single slot (as
guaranteed by the circuit). Because all slots appear to have been
overwritten from the perspective of OP , Ci is equally as likely to
have written to any one of the slots. Accordingly, a passive adversary able to see both M and M  can not guess which message was
written by Ci with probability greater than n1 + .
OP then engages Ci+1 and continues to service all remaining
clients in order based on the ring topology of the MIPNet. This
service model removes the ability to infer communications between
two clients based on the frequency and temporal relationship of
reads and writes.
It is important to note that the assumption of a shared key is not
necessarily unrealistic. Even with such an assumption, the inability
to read the entire contents of M limits the amount of data a single malicious client can leak per round. However, we remove this
assumption in the next subsection to make MIPNets more robust.

Desired System Properties

More formally, our system strives to provide the following guarantees: Let C be the universe of all possible clients and SA ∈ C be
the set of clients currently connected to the OP.

4.4

Deﬁnition 1. Sender Anonymity: Let client c ∈ SA be the sender
of message mi , denoted c = sender(mi ). A system provides
sender anonymity iff a passive adversary can determine that c ∈ SA
and sender(mi ) ∈ SA , but not that c = sender(mi ) with probability greater than |S1A | + , where  is a negligible value.

Improved Architecture

The basic MIPNet architecture works well given a number of assumptions. Most importantly, it requires that all clients are well behaved and that they do not attempt to deny service by always transmitting messages to all or a subset of the other clients in each round.
Additionally, it assumes that all clients will protect the keystream
used to encrypt all communications between members. Such expectations are not necessarily realistic given that the anonymity of

Deﬁnition 2. Receiver Anonymity: Let client c ∈ SA be the receiver of message mj , denoted c = receiver(mj ). A system pro-
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Figure 2: Improved architecture for MIPNets: C0 and OP exchange messages (encryption removed for example). M  is shown to the side to show the
output as seen by OP - note the only change from M occurs in slot 0. When the contents of the mailbox are reencrypted via the SFE exchange, it is not
possible for OP to determine which slot has been updated by C0 .
“next” values from the keystream kCi ,Ci+1 . As output, Ci receives
n − 1 slots and OP receives M  . Note that even if a participating
adversary were to attempt to deny service by overwriting mailboxes
intended for other legitimate nodes, it would be unable to determine
the intended destination of the communication because of the randomization of slots within M .
Figure 2 provides an overview of this architecture without the
use of encryption to ease understanding. C0 sends the bit 1 to C1 ,
signiﬁed by the both the Read and Data bits of R0 being set to this
value. C0 also speciﬁes M0 as the destination as this was the slot
calculated using the previously mentioned technique. OP inserts
the entire mailbox M as its input. Through the use of our SFE
circuit, C0 receives M2 and M6 , which contain a read bit of 0 from
C1 and a read bit 1 and a data bit 0 from C2 , respectively. OP
receives M  , which differs from M only in one slot (M0 ). Note
that when encryption is being used, all of the contents of M  will
appear to have been changed from the perspective of OP .
We note that the above protocol description does not provide any
guarantees of collision detection and retransmission within the architecture itself. Accordingly, we require that such functionality is
speciﬁed by the application and demonstrate the use of such mechanisms in our extended technical report.

communications in currently deployed systems can be breached using a number of more active techniques [79, 76, 38, 49, 74, 48, 64,
57, 75, 67, 43, 3]. Accordingly, we must make such a system more
robust against the real adversaries it is likely to face. We specifically seek to make collusion to link or leak communications and
denial of service attacks more difﬁcult for adversaries.

4.4.1

Improved Mechanisms

A compromised client and malicious OP could collaborate to determine the pairs of communicating legitimate clients in the simple
MIPNet architecture. The malicious client CM could give OP access to the keystream k shared between all participating nodes. The
OP could then simply decrypt M after each exchange and determine the destination, content and intent (i.e., whether or not the
read-bit was set) of the message sent by that client. We address
this concern through the use of shared keys between adjacent client
nodes. Instead of encrypting M using a k shared between all participants, each client Ci will encrypt the contents of M using the
pairwise keystream kCi ,Ci+1 it shares with the next recipient. This
approach makes the leakage of communications far more difﬁcult
with an arbitrary compromised client as only Ci+1 can successfully extract messages from M . We discuss additional mechanisms
to reduce the threat of multiple colluding clients in our extended
technical report.
A number of techniques to address the denial of service issue
have been proposed in superposed anonymous communications systems. Through channel reservation, k-anonymous protocols and a
variety of additional techniques [72, 7, 71, 18, 70, 28], such attacks can be reduced. We instead propose to mitigate such attacks
through the use of additional storage and a modiﬁcation to the previous protocol. Speciﬁcally, we expand the size of the mailbox
M to contain a total of O(mn) bits for a system supporting n
users, where m is a coefﬁcient decided upon by the system. Instead
of writing to a constant destination, clients select the destination
slot based on a secret shared between them. For instance, a client
Ci communicates with another client Cj in round S by placing a
message in slot MR = M AC(S, kCi ,Cj ) mod (m × n). Dur
=
ing the next exchange, these two clients communicate via MR
M AC(S+1, kCi ,Cj ) mod (m×n). We discuss how m is selected
and characterize the probability of collisions in the next subsection.
Like the basic protocol, OP selects M as its input to the exchange. Ci inputs the vector Ri it wishes to send and selects the
slot to which the message should be written. Because multiple
clients can now legitimately communicate with Ci concurrently,
Ci calculates the n − 1 mailboxes from which it should read using
the hashing method described above. Ci also inserts the current and

4.4.2

Communication Characteristics

Our “spread-spectrum” inspired mailbox selection approach prevents malicious clients or a compromised OP from regularly overwriting the messages destined for a single node. However, legitimate collisions remain possible. We characterize the probability
of such events by further understanding the relationship between
the number of clients n, the mailbox multiplication coefﬁcient m
and the number of messages s a client sends per exchange with the
OP . Because more than one client can send to a single participant
in this system without necessarily colliding with other messages,
we assume that each client reads n − 1 messages per exchange
with the OP . Additionally, while clients can send s messages per
exchange, only one can be sent to a speciﬁc participant.
We focus on the probability of collisions during the steady-state
operation of the protocol. When a client Ci wants to send messages
to s other clients, at most s(n − 1) slots will be occupied by unread
messages. Each client will therefore have at least mn − s(n − 1)
open positions to ﬁll with its new messages. Before sending any
messages, Ci reads all of the messages sent to it. We can be certain
that all s messages sent by Ci+1 during the previous round have
been read. Similarly, we can say that at least s − 1 messages by
Ci+2 have also been read, and so on. Accordingly, of the s(n − 1)
slots that have been previously ﬁlled, at least s + (s − 1) + (s −



2) + · · · + 1 messages have already been read. These slots can be
treated as empty, making the total number of available positions:



s(s + 1)
2
The number of messages that Ci can submit per round must be
less than or equal to the number of available slots. Accordingly:
s(s + 1)
s ≤ mn − s(n − 1) +
2
s(s + 1)
ns −
≤ mn
2
s+1
) ≤ m
s(1 −
2n
Given that clients can submit between 1 and n − 1 messages
per exchange, a system based on this protocol must set a lower
to provide the minimum
bound for m to between 1 − n1 and n−1
2
conditions for all s messages to be sent without collision.
We calculate the probability of having no collisions during a
round. We assume that there have been no prior collisions in the
previous n − 1 exchanges as this gives us a worst case analysis
(i.e., fewer available slots). We let x be equal to the number of
slots that are ﬁlled when Ci begins its exchange. Speciﬁcally:
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Figure 3: Supporting large numbers of users by separating nodes into
groups. Each group of nodes write to their group mailbox (write view).
However, nodes in each group are able to read from the other groups’ mailboxes (read view). This approach allows operation within the groups to
occur in parallel, thereby reducing the end-to-end latency of messages from
ng to n, where n is the number of users in each MIPNet and g is the number
of MIPNets.
the other groups associated with the MIPNet. Figure 3 provides
an overview of this approach. Note that groups are only able to
write to their own mailbox; however, they can communicate across
groups by reading from all mailboxes. Additionally, in order for a
node in one group to be able to read an entry in another group, all
nodes in the same position in each group must have access to the
same keystream.
Assuming that we form g MIPNets, each of which contains n
nodes for a total of ng users, this approach reduces the time between rounds from ng to n. Messages can accordingly be delivered
to their intended destination in much less time.

s(n − 1) −

mn − x
mn − (x + 1)
mn − (x + s − 1)
×
× ··· ×
mn
mn
mn
x+1
x+s−1
x
) × (1 −
) × · · · × (1 −
)
(1 −
mn
mn
mn
s
Y
x+i−1
(1 −
)
mn
i=1

4.6

Security Guarantees

We now prove that MIPNets provide unlinkability.

This derivation provides an important insight. Ensuring a low
x
and x+k−1
to be as
probability of collision requires the values ms
mn
close to 0 as possible. Such conditions are only possible if the value
of s is reasonably small (i.e., closer to 1) when compared to n or if
the value of m is very large as compared to s.
The probability that an individual client experiences a collision
during the course of a round is:
s n−1
)
P ≤ (1 −
nm
Note that the probability of collision for a single node is dependent on the distance (i.e., the number of exchanges between other
clients and OP ) between the source and destination of a message.
We study the performance tradeoffs associated with varying these
parameters in the next section.

4.5






s(s + 1)
2
s+1
))
= s((n − 1) −
2
The probability that no collisions occur during a round is therefore:
x



L EMMA 1. MIPNets provide sender anonymity.
P ROOF. The MIPNet architecture is secure against malicious
adversaries/attacks based on ﬁve assumptions. Like Fairplay, we
model SHA-1 as a random oracle and require that a client does not
terminate the protocol before sending the output it generates for the
OP back to it. Also as in Fairplay, to obtain security against malicious (rather than honest-but curious) adversaries, we rely on a
cut-and-choose protocol for distributing garbled circuits to clients.
Unlike Fairplay, we implement our OT protocol using a two-lock
cryptosystem by Huang et al. [32] based on RSA. Accordingly,
each OT operation is secure based on the hardness of the RSA problem. Finally, clients use AES in counter mode to generate a shared
keystream, which is pseudorandom assuming that AES is a secure
block cipher.
As described in Section 4.4, client Ci inputs the vector Ri , j, i, k, k
into the SFE exchange with OP and receives the slot i ⊕ k. OP
inputs the mailbox M and receives M  , which is M ⊕ k ⊕ k . Because M  and M both appear to be indistinguishable from random
bits, it is not possible for OP to guess the slot j written by Ci with
1
1
+ . As mn
≤ n1 , MIPNets satisfy
probability greater than mn
Deﬁnition 1.

Scaling

The “improved” architecture works well for relatively small groups
of nodes. However, given the high “end-to-end” delay associated
with an increasing number of users and a strict round-robin scheduling algorithm, provisions must be made to aid graceful scaling.
Our architecture can be scaled to support large numbers of users
by partitioning nodes into groups - similar approaches have been
applied to address security scaling issues in other networks [46].
Each group is treated as if it is its own MIPNet - a mailbox is
“passed” between this subset of participants, each of whom read
and write messages through the previously described mechanisms.
In addition, nodes are able to read from the mailboxes of all of

L EMMA 2. MIPNets provide receiver anonymity.
P ROOF. Receiver anonymity is the dual of sender anonymity as
shown in Lemma 1. Accordingly, we rely upon the same cryp-



tographic assumptions. As described in Section 4.4, client Ci receives slot i, but OP is unable to determine the identity of i due to
1
1
+ . As mn
≤ n1 ,
the use of OT with probability greater than mn
MIPNets satisfy Deﬁnition 2.
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T HEOREM 1. MIPNets provide unlinkability.
P ROOF. By Lemmas 1 and 2 and Deﬁnition 3, MIPNets provide
unlinkability.

5.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS


 


In this section, we explore a range of optimizations and tradeoffs
in the hopes of providing the most efﬁcient MIPNet architecture.

5.1

 

Experimental Setup



We analyzed the performance of both the new OT primitive we
have implemented and the “improved” MIPNet architecture. Our
experiments were run on two servers, each with 8 2-GHz QuadCore AMD Opteron processors, 16 GB of memory, 1 Gbit Ethernet
card and running 2.6.24 Linux Kernel (Ubuntu 8.04.2). The client
and OP code were implemented in SFDL and compiled into Java
objects using Fairplay.
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Figure 4: Performance evaluation for the “Millionaire’s Problem” comparing the oblivious transfer scheme included with Fairplay (NP-OT) and
the RSA-based Two-Lock Cryptosystem (RSA-OT). RSA-OT is more
than 50% more efﬁcient than the NP-OT mechanism.

Performance Evaluation

Data
Bits
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

OT Performance

We ﬁrst compare the performance of the two OT primitives. As
a simple comparison, we evaluate the performance of each mechanism in the Millionaire’s Problem over a range of input sizes. The
results are shown in Figure 4 for 100 iterations of the protocol, with
95% conﬁdence intervals included.
As an interesting aside, our ﬁrst set of results for these experiments exhibited a saw-toothed behavior for a small number of input
bits. After much debugging, we realized that the observed irregularities in our timing data were a result of Nagle’s Algorithm acting
upon TCP. In particular, transfers were being delayed until either
buffers were entirely ﬁlled or a timeout occurred. We were able
to eliminate such behavior by setting the TCP_NODELAY socket
option, and use this setting throughout the remainder of our experiments.
The results of this experiment clearly show that for the same circuit, the RSA-OT primitive is signiﬁcantly more efﬁcient than the
NP-OT primitive provided with Fairplay. For all of the tested input
values, the RSA-OT scheme completed its execution in less than
50% of the time as was required by the NP-OT scheme. Moreover,
the use of additional JIT optimization further improved the performance of the RSA-OT scheme by approximately 20%. While the
performance difference between the current and new mechanisms
on a per-OT scale is small, the use of a relatively large number of
OT exchanges makes the aggregate improvement signiﬁcant. Accordingly, we use the RSA-OT primitive with JIT optimizations as
the basis for the remainder of our experiments.

5.2.2


 
 

 

n=3
396
483
570
657
744
831
918

Fairplay
n=5
n=7
3264
6272
3793
7253
4322
8234
4851
9215
5380 10196
5909 11177
6438 12158

n=3
292
380
468
556
644
732
820

OBDD
n=5
2328
2856
3384
3912
4440
4968
5496

n=7
4590
5562
6534
7506
8478
9450
10422

Table 1: Circuit size for Fairplay and OBDD compiler circuits.

compiler created by Kruger et al. [37]. The results of these tests are
provided in Table 1. For a ﬁxed number of users in the MIPNet
(n = 3, n = 5 and n = 7) and a ﬁxed m = n − 1, we varied the
number of data bits carried in each input vector (R) entered by the
client per exchange. The functions produced by the OBDD compiler were smaller in all cases, with improvements ranging from
11% to 27% for n = 3, 15% to 29% for n = 5 and 14% to 27%
for n = 7.
Accordingly, we use the OBDD compiler to generate the functions used in the remainder of the paper.

5.3

Instant Messaging Application

With an understanding of the performance proﬁle of our system,
we now explore the potential for applications to run on top of a
MIPNet. We implement a simple Instant Messaging (IM) client,
which we call MIPChat. As an example, we envision MIPChat being used in a low cross-trafﬁc scenario to provide a deniable communications medium between a reporter and his or her source as
they sit on opposite sides of a public space such as a coffee shop or
train station. MIPChat resembles an IRC chat client, with received
communications multiplexed into a single window. Outgoing messages are run in a second screen, and prepended with the identiﬁer
of the intended destination (e.g., “@alice” is mapped to Client 2).
Figure 5 provides an overview of a MIPChat client. Clients without messages to send generate random messages via OpenSSL’s
RAND_bytes() call, which generates cryptographically strong
pseudo-random byte streams, and pass these messages to a buffer
serviced by the underlying MIPNet client. These messages are sent
to an arbitrary client with the read bit in the slot set to zero so as

Circuit Size

The size of the garbled circuits created by Fairplay is directly
proportional to their performance. However, equivalent but more
efﬁcient encodings of these functions are possible. Ordered Binary
Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) provide a graph-based representation
of SFE circuits and have been demonstrated to signiﬁcantly reduce
the bandwidth used by such exchanges. However, in some rare
cases, OBDDs can experience an exponential blowup in size and
become far less efﬁcient than the circuits produced by Fairplay.
In order to improve the performance of our protocol, we compare
the sizes of the functions generated by both Fairplay and the OBDD
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Figure 5: The MIPChat application and its relationship to the MIP-
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Net architecture.

Figure 7: The performance proﬁle of MIPChat running on top of our archi-

tecture. Note that we can support large user populations (e.g., ng = 100)
with this approach and still process keystrokes as or nearly as fast as users
enter them.

ever spoke to more than three individuals on their contact list at the
same time. The execution time of an SFE exchange with an OP can
therefore be dramatically reduced by limiting the number of slots
actually read by a client in a single interaction. Users can check
the slots in which they expect a message during each round and
also intermittently monitor other slots in the mailbox for attempts
to initiate communications. We leave the speciﬁc synchronization
scheme between clients (e.g., explicit “start” messages, synchronized sleep periods, etc) to each implementation of this system as
these mechanisms have been thoroughly studied.
Figure 7 shows the performance of the MIPChat client supporting ng = 50, 100 clients, m = 2, s = 1, 5 nodes assigned to
each group and a varying number of the total slots read. As before, this experiment shows the mean of 100 iterations of the experiment for each point and provides 95% conﬁdence intervals two
orders of magnitude smaller than the mean. This approach provides
signiﬁcant savings over the standard MIPNet architecture. Specifically, if a client only reads ﬁve messages during each round (e.g.,
three conversations and polls for two additional conversation requests), each round takes an average of 484.43 and 546.32 ms for
ng = 50, 100, respectively. Because users are not constantly typing, the slightly slower processing to input speed here is unlikely
to signiﬁcantly impact perception of throughput for this application. Note the longest delay to deliver a message (i.e., from client i
to client i − 1) has also been greatly reduced in this conﬁguration
to approximately three seconds. Given that the average user types
between 19 and 33 words per minute [36], or one character every
333.3 to 526.3ms, our infrastructure is capable of processing characters faster than the majority of users enter them for all but one of
the above cases.
These values indicate that the MIPNet architecture is capable of
supporting applications with some tolerance to delay (e.g., chat).
We will show the practicality of additional applications including
email in our future work.

Figure 6: A screenshot of the MIPChat client. Clients inject pseudorandom garbage until they have real messages to send. Messages
are buffered and displayed by the client when they are received in
totality.

to indicate the lack of content in the message. The receiving client
simply discards the messages and awaits the next exchange. When
the user presses return, the real message is parsed for destination
and sent to the same buffer, where it is sent to the requested host.
On the receiving side, the client collects incoming legitimate messages in a buffer and, upon receiving an EOL character, pushes the
contents of the buffer to the client where they are displayed for the
user. Figure 6 provides a screen shot of this application, in which
“Bob” and “Trent” have both sent messages to “Alice”, and Alice
has responded to “Bob”. Recall that the source of the messages is
clear to the receiver in the absence of collisions as only a speciﬁc
sequence of slots in the mailbox could be correctly ﬁlled by the
sender based on the shared key hashing mechanism discussed in
Section 4.4.
Two small changes to the underlying MIPNet can allow for the
efﬁcient support of a much larger user population. First, we break
users into groups as was proposed in Section 4.5 to reduce the “endto-end” latency caused by adding users. Second, we take advantage
of how users are likely to actually use the MIPChat client. Speciﬁcally, users are unlikely to attempt to talk to every participant in the
network concurrently. While a user may exchange messages with a
small number of participants at the same time, few users will ever
talk to every member on their contact list in parallel. From an informal analysis of chat logs in our own lab, we saw that no user

5.4

Performance Comparison

We conduct one ﬁnal set of experiments to measure the total performance improvement over the naïve use of the underlying cryptographic primitives. Speciﬁcally, we recreate the MIPChat client
without any of the optimizations discussed in this work (e.g., RSAOT, groups, etc) and simply compile our circuits using an unmodiﬁed version of the Fairplay compiler and execute them in the “ba-



sic” architecture.
Unfortunately, this most basic comparison was not possible because the Fairplay compiler exceeded the 1GB memory maximum
set by the Java virtual machine. Accordingly, we compiled our circuits using only the OBDD compiler but without any additional
optimizations. For n = 100, we recorded 50 iterations of the protocol and observed an average time of 35.626 seconds, with a 95%
conﬁdence interval of ±0.161 seconds. The performance proﬁle
of our optimized MIPChat client provides a reduction in execution
time of 98.5%. This dramatic improvement over the naïve application of SFE primitives demonstrates that our optimizations and
careful parameterization can allow these constructions to form the
basis of a system with near real-time performance requirements.

6.

CONCLUSION

We present Mix-In-Place Networks (MIPNets), an architecture
built on Secure Function Evaluation that replaces multiple intermediary nodes with a cascade of functions in a single proxy. Through
the use of SFE, this proxy remains oblivious to the source, destination and content of all messages exchanged within the system.
We demonstrate that our proposed architecture provides provable
deniability and then, through extensive performance analysis using
a number of optimizations that dramatically reduce the execution
time (greater than 98%), demonstrate the practicality of this approach for applications with near real-time requirements, including
instant messaging for as many as 100 clients. Finally, we discuss
a number of enhancements to potentially further improve the performance, scalability and robustness of our architecture. In so doing, we have not only demonstrated the practicality of using a single node to mix trafﬁc with provable properties, but also shown
that SFE can address a void in the anonymous communications
space for applications with moderate performance constraints and
no guarantees of adequate cross trafﬁc.
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